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Why invariant theory?

Imagine several points in the (usual 2-dimensional) plane, say 4 of them, coloured
red, blue, green, and yellow, scattered around a given central point. Introducing
co-ordinate axes in the usual fashion (with origin at the central point), we can
represent the points by ordered pairs (xred, yred), (xblue, yblue), (xgreen, ygreen),
(xyellow, yyellow). However, the choice of the axes is arbitrary. A second person
looking at the same configuration of points could choose a different set of axes
(still with origin at the central point), say that which is rotated by an angle θ with
respect to the first one. If (x ′

red, y
′
red), (x ′

blue, y
′
blue), (x ′

green, y
′
green), and

(x ′
yellow, y

′
yellow) be the representations of the points in the new co-ordinates, we

have, of course,

x ′
red = xred cos θ + yred sin θ

y ′
red = −xred sin θ + yred cos θ

. . .
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Why invariant theory? (continued)

Now imagine algebraic calculations being made, with the two different sets of
co-ordinates, about something of geometrical or physical interest concerning the
configuration of points, e.g., the distance between the red point and the blue
point. Some such quantities as xred − xblue that appear in the intermediate steps
of the algebraic calculation are not invariant, i.e., xred − xblue and x ′

red − x ′
blue are

not in general the same.

In marked contrast, such quantities as (xred − xblue)
2 + (yred − yblue)

2, this being
the distance-squared between the red and blue points, come out to be the same in
all co-ordinate systems:

(xred − xblue)
2 + (yred − yblue)

2 = (x ′
red − x ′

blue)
2 + (y ′

red − y ′
blue)

2

They are invariant. They are the ones that have geometrical or physical
meaning.
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What are the (polynomial) invariants in this case?

The dot products x2
red + y2

red, . . . (of every point with itself) and
xredxblue + yredyblue, . . . (of every point with another), and the determinants
xredyblue − yredxblue (these being areas of the parallelograms as in the picture
below) are clearly, or in any case easily seen to be, invariant.
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What are the invariants in this case? (continued)

What about the distances between points? These are implied by the dot prodcuts,
that is, they are polynomial functions of the dot products:

(xred − xblue)
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A first fundamental theorem

Theorem (classical)

The dot products and determinants generate all the invariants. That is, every
invariant is a polynomial in these basic invariants.

Theorem

The same is true for any number of points in any dimension over any field. (The
determinants are of sizes d × d in the d-dimensional case.)

The second theorem above is relatively recent for the arbitrary field case!
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Another first fundamental theorem

What if we allow “left-handed” co-ordinate axes (that is, those where the positive
y -direction is downwards,

but positive x-direction still points rightwards)?

x

y

-

?

In that case, the determinants xredyblue − yredxblue change sign, and so are no
longer invariant.

Theorem

The invariants in this case are generated by the dot products, again for any
number of points in any dimension over any field.
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Spectra of invariant rings

The spectrum of a ring is the geometric object of which the given ring is the ring
of (polynomial) functions. E.g., the spectrum of
R[xred, yred, xblue, yblue, xgreen, ygreen, xyellow, yyellow] is

plane × plane × plane × plane = R2 × R2 × R2 × R2

where the four planes correspond respectively to the “degrees of freedom” of the
four points (red, blue, green, and yellow).
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Spectra of invariant rings

Consider the case of the invariant ring generated by dot products alone. We
arrange these generators in a matrix form:

r · r r · b r · g r · y
b · r b · b b · g b · y
g · r g · b g · g g · y
y · r y · b y · g y · y


This is a symmetric matrix. Moreover, since any three of the four points (red,
blue, green, and yellow) are linearly dependent (being in the plane), the rank of
the matrix is at most 2.
The spectrum in this case is the (geometric) space of 4 × 4 symmetric matrices of
rank at most 2. This illustrates the general phenomenon:

spectra of invariant rings are determinantal varieties.
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Standard monomial bases for invariant rings

Thus the basic invariants (which are now functions on the spectrum of the
invariant ring)

are not in general algebraically independent: in the case of the dot
products of the previous example, for instance, we have all 3 × 3 determinants of
the matrix are zero.
If the basic invariants were algebraically independent, they would behave like
variables, so all monomials in them would together form a basis over the field for
the invariant ring.
Standard monomial theory identifies a nice subset of the monomials that form a
basis for the invariant ring over the field:

Theorem

Standard monomials in the basic invariants form a basis for the invariant ring over
the field.

This allows better understanding of the invariant ring: it allows you to prove
certain desirable properties of it (e.g., you have some control over the singularities
of its spectrum).
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